GENERAL NOTES

1. This drawing illustrates a general arrangement layout with recommendations for VELUX skylight installations in a structure with tile roofing. This drawing utilizes the VELUX FS model skylight.

2. The architectural/structural design and specifications of a skylight installation for the roof applications are determined and provided by others. The design efforts include (but is not limited to design loads, structural configurations, structural framing member sizes and materials, architectural finishes and integration with the roofing system of the building).

VELUX assumes no responsibility or liability in the design, construction, and performance of a skylight installation by others.

3. Nail the flashing pieces to the frame - not the roof.
4. Underlay to be folded up against all sides of skylight.
5. Vapor barrier should be used to avoid moisture.
6. Wrap skylight frames in underlayment provided with flashing.
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